Determination of the magnetic anisotropy axes of single-molecule magnets
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Simple methods are presented allowing the determination of the magnetic anisotropy axes of a
crystal of a single-molecule magnet (SMM). These methods are used to determine an upper bound
of the easy axis tilts in a standard Mn12 −Ac crystal. The values obtained in the present study are
significately smaller than those reported in recent high frequency electron paramagnetic resonance
(HF-EPR) studies which suggest distributions of hard-axes tilts.
PACS numbers: 75.45.+j, 75.60.Ej, 75.50.Xx

Single-molecule magnets (SMMs) are among the smallest nanomagnets that exhibit magnetization hysteresis, a
classical property of macroscopic magnets [1, 2, 3, 4, 5].
They straddle the interface between classical and quantum mechanical behavior because they also display quantum tunneling of magnetization [6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12,
13, 14] and quantum phase interference [15, 16]. These
molecules comprise several magnetic ions, whose spins
are coupled by strong exchange interactions to give a
large effective spin. The molecules are regularly assembled within large crystals, with all the molecules often
having the same orientation. Hence, macroscopic measurements can give direct access to single molecule properties.
An important tool to tune the quantum properties is
the application of transverse fields. In particular, the
tunnel splitting can be tuned by a transverse field via
the Sx Hx and Sy Hy Zeeman terms of the spin Hamiltonian [15, 16]. Therefore, in order to study the tunnel
dynamics in SMMs, a precise alignment of the field directions is necessary.
In this communication, we present three simple methods to align the magnetic field that we have used for all
our published micro-SQUID and micro-Hall probe measurements. Applied to the standard Mn12 −Ac SMM,
these methods have allowed us to estimate an upper
bound of the distribution of easy axes. We found values
that are significately smaller than those of recent high
frequency electron paramagnetic resonance (HF-EPR)
studies [17, 18, 19] which suggest distributions of hardaxes tilts with widths of 1.7◦ and 1.3◦ for standard and
deuterated Mn12 −Ac single-molecule magnets. A distribution of internal transverse magnetic fields was also
suggested for the Mn12 −BrAc SMM with hard-axes tilts
of 7.3◦ [20].
All measurements were performed using a 2D electron
gas micro-Hall probe. The high sensitivity allows the
study of single crystals of SMMs on the order of 10 to
500 µm. The sample of the present study was 20 × 6 ×
5 µm3 . The field can be applied in any direction by
separately driving three orthogonal coils. In this study,
the fields were rotated in a plane given by the a− and

c−axes of a single crystal of Mn12 −Ac. The crystal was
attached to the Hall probe so that it measured mainly
the magnetization along the c−axis of the crystal.
The first method to find the easy axis of magnetization consists in measuring hysteresis loops as a function
of the angle of the applied field. Typical results for angles
close to the easy axis of magnetization are presented in
Fig. 1a showing faster relaxation for larger misalignment
angles. This behavior can be understood by separating
the applied field into two components, one parallel and
the other transverse to the easy axis of magnetization.
The transverse component increases in general the tunnel rate via the Sx Hx and Sy Hy Zeeman terms of the
spin Hamiltonian. Only for special cases, a decrease of
the tunnel rate can be observed that is due to quantum
interference [15, 16]. The positions of the tunnel resonances are only slightly affected by a small misalignment
angle [21]. This method is therefore not very sensitive.
A second, very similar method consists of measuring
hysteresis loops as a function of angle of the applied field,
but for angles close to the hard plane of magnetization.
Typical results are given in Fig. 1b, showing that the
hysteresis loop is nearly closed when the field is aligned
transverse to the easy axis. This method is more sensitive
than the first one, but is often not very convenient.
A third method is shown in Fig. 2. Let’s call (x, y, z)
the coordinate system of the magnetic anisotropy of a
SMM where the easy axis of magnetization is along z.
Another coordinate system (x′ , y ′ , z ′ ) is rotated by two
misalignment angles (θ, φ) with respect to (x, y, z). The
purpose of the method is to find the misalignment angles.
For the sake of simplicity, the following discussion is in
two dimensions. A generalization to three dimensions is
straightforward and is discussed below. The two reduced
coordinate systems (x, z) and (x′ , z ′ ) are misaligned by
θ (Fig. 2). The method consists of sweeping the applied
field H along z ′ in the presence of a constant transverse
field H tr applied along x′ . The latter can be decomposed
into Hxtr and Hztr along x and z, respectively (Fig. 2).
Hxtr modifies the tunnel rates of the spin system
whereas Hztr shifts all resonance positions by the quantity
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FIG. 2: (Online color) Scheme of the coordinate system (x, z)
of the magnetic anisotropy of a SMM where the easy axis of
magnetization is along z and a coordinate system (x′ , z ′ ). The
latter is rotated by a misalignment angles θ with respect to
(x, z). The applied field H is swept along z ′ in the presence
of a constant transverse field H tr applied along x′ . The latter
can be decomposed into Hxtr and Hztr terms along x and z,
respectively (Fig. 2)
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Fig. 3 exhibits a typical measurement for Mn12 −Ac
for a misalignment angle of θ = 0.1◦ and H tr = ±4.1 T
leading to Hzshift
≈ ±0.007 T. The latter can be measured
′
easily, thereby allowing a field alignment much better
than 0.1◦ .
In order to generalize the above method to a three
dimensional alignment, it is convenient to choose two orthogonal planes. Firstly, the projection of the easy axis
into one plane is measured. Then, the orthogonal plane
is rotated so that it contains the easy axis projection. Finally, it is sufficiant to apply again the above method in
this orthogonal plane in order to find the easy axis. The
final result can be checked by sweeping the field along the
easy axis in the presence of a constant transverse field.
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FIG. 1: (Online color) (a) Positive part of the hysteresis loop
of a single crystal of Mn12 −Ac for several misalignment angles. The magnetization M along the c−axis of the crystal
is normalized by its saturation value Ms . The steps are due
to resonant tunneling between the spin ground state with the
quantum number m = −10 and excited state m = 4, 3, . . . ,
0. No clear difference is observed between the misalignment
angles of 0 and 1◦ . (b) Similar hysteresis loops but for angles
close to the hard plane (along the a− axis of the crystal).
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FIG. 3: (Online color) Normalized magnetization along the
c−axis of the crystal versus a field applied at a misalignment
angle θ = 0.1◦ . A constant transverse field Htr = ±4.1 T
is applied leading to clear field shifts Hzshift
= H tr tan(θ) ≈
′
O.OO7 T (Fig. 2) of the zero field resonance.

No net shifts of the resonance fields should be observed
when comparing both parts of the hysteresis loops.
It is also important to note that the above method
works in the thermally activated regime and even above
the blocking temperature. In particular, only small
transverse fields are needed at higher temperatures. For
easy plane anisotropies and more complex anisotropies,
analogues versions can be figured out easily.
We use here our methods to determine an upper bound
of the easy axis tilts in a standard Mn12 −Ac crystal.
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FIG. 5: (Online color) Derivative dM/dH of three hysteresis
curves at the zero field resonance for a field sweep from negative to positive fields. The definition of the width σ at the
half-width-at-half-maximum is shown.

the hard-axes tilts should not exceed about 0.2◦ .

FIG. 4: (Online color) (a and b) Normalized magnetization
along the c−axis of the crystal versus applied field along the
c−axis for several constant transverse fields Htr . Although
the transverse fields increase the tunnel rates, no significant
broadening of the resonance fields is observed.

We first align our fields with respect to the easy axis of
Mn12 −Ac using the above methods. We measure then all
tunnel transitions as a function of transverse field (Fig. 4)
and study their widths σ. Fig. 5 presents the first derivative of the magnetization dM/dH for the zero field resonance for several transverse fields. We defined the resonance width σ as the half-width-at-half-maximum, in
accordance with Ref. [17, 18, 19]. Fig. 6 presents σ as a
function of a transverse field showing a minimum of the
width at about 4 T. Recent HF-EPR studies [17, 18, 19]
suggested that there are distributions of hard-axes tilts
with widths of 1.7◦ and 1.3◦ for standard and deuterated
Mn12 −Ac, respectively. Fig. 6 shows the expected width
of the zero field resonance supposing that it is only due
to the distribution of hard-axes tilts. Our results suggest
an upper bound of 0.5◦ . The actual hard-axes tilts might
be much smaller because we expect a dipolar broadening of the resonance lines of about 0.03 T. In addition,
higher order tunneling transitions induced by dipolar and
small superexchange interactions might further broaden
the resonance transition [22]. We therefore believe that

This result is confirmed by the second method. An
upper bound for the hard-axis tilts is given by the angle
needed to get a hysteresis loop that reaches |M/Ms | =
0.5. We find θ = 89.6◦ (Fig. 1b), that is an upper bound
of 0.4◦ for the hard-axis tilts. The actual value might be
much smaller because we neglect here multi-body tunnel
effects [22] that should be rather strong due to the high
transverse fields.
We also applied our methods to the Mn12 −BrAc SMM
and could not confirm the hard-axes tilts of 7.3◦ suggested by del Barco et al. [20]. Our results showed that
the hard-axes tilts in Mn12 −BrAc might be even smaller
than in Mn12 −Ac.
Finally, we speculate about the origin of the line widths
observed in the EPR studies [17, 18, 19]. We suggest
that the observed fine structures are due to the presence
of fast relaxing species [31] having a smaller magnetic
anisotropy and are tilted with respect to the c−axis by
about 10◦ [23]. These species are coupled via dipolar
interactions to the normal ones leading to multi-body
effects (cross relaxations) [22] that might broaden the
lines. Such an interpretation is supported by the fact
that Mn12 −BrAc does not show anormalous EPR line
width broadening [32] because it hardly has fast relaxing
species.
In conclusion, we have presented three methods that
allow the determination of the magnetic anisotropy axes
of a crystal of a single-molecule magnet (SMM). The precise field alignments are necessary when studying quantitatively resonant tunneling of magnetizations in spin
systems like SMMs.
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FIG. 6: (Online color) Half-width-at-half-maximum σ versus
transverse field for the zero field resonance.
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